). These spatially and temporally that cause drastic changes in embryo shape, gastrularegulated profiles of Xpk suggest that XPK plays a role tion is one of the most important processes of early in gastrulation.
). However, we peck and trilobite, which have recently been found to encode a glypican and Strabismus, respectively. The were unable to rescue the mo-Xpk phenotype with the Xpk mRNA lacking the mo target site, which will be details of mo-Zpk phenotypes and genetic interaction of Zpk with silberblick, pipetail, and trilobite will be rediscussed below.
To examine whether function of prickle-related genes ported elsewhere. These results may imply that vertebrate prickle, knypeck, and trilobite act in the same or is conserved in other organisms, we searched for the zebrafish counterpart of Xpk. We identified its homolog an overlapping cascade.
To examine the structure-activity relationship of XPK in the database and named it Zpk (to be reported elsewhere). To confirm the role of Zpk in gastrulation, we and examine its functional properties, we overexpressed wild-type XPK and mutant forms containing employed disruption of Zpk with mo. As we expected, wild-type XPK and that XPKs lacking domains other U20S cells [13] . However, we were unable to demonstrate that Xpk disrupts membrane localization of Xdsh than the LIM domain were still able to transmit signals that were similar to those of the wild-type.
(
see the Supplemental Data available with this article online), suggesting that unlike Drosophila Prickle in the It is intriguing to find that both gain-of-function and loss-of-function XPK resulted in a similar gastrulationcultured cells, XPK might not be actively involved in the regulation of the subcellular localization of Xdsh in vivo. defective phenotype. This is often observed for PCP signals in vertebrates and is well explained by the idea
We next examined the possibility that XPK activates JNK because JNK has been reported to act in the noncathat the PCP signal, which is regulated by Wnt11/Silberblick, must be fine-tuned to some appropriate level that sophila wing through the suppression of Fz and Dsh localization at the proximal cell cortex [13] . In this study,
RT-PCR
we showed that XPK is a key component connecting 
